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Calls for Mutual Aid
Mutual aid is critical to keeping the infrastructure across North America working. 
In some cases, utilities have sent their linemen across the continent to assist 
other entities with the restoration of services after a disaster. 

A lot of logistics go into calling for or receiving mutual aid. On the surface, it 
seems like a seamless process—a disaster hits, crews travel, linemen fix the 
damage, and the workers return home—but most mutual aid operations almost 
never come without a few headaches.

Mutual Aid on Paper
A utility who receives a call has to ensure a few pieces are in place before they 
can send their linemen to the assistance of another utility. Is the disaster going to 
affect their own service area? If so, how many of their linemen and resources will 
they need to address potential outages? A utility must assess their own standing 
before sending assistance to other utilities.

A utility receiving another entity’s linemen have different set of logistics to 
resolve. How will they accommodate the visiting linemen? The must have 
reception organized, bunking lined up, work assignments ready, and a system for 
reimbursement and compensation.
 
Historically, both sending and receiving utilities have handled these processes via 
paper forms. Paper forms, for a long time, were the only option available for 
handling these large operations, and this legacy method produces the headaches 
surrounding mutual aid operations.

The frustrations of running a mutual aid operation, from both the receiving and 
sending sides, are no longer a necessary evil utilities across North America need 
to face. Technology can easily settle these pains.

Receiving the Call for Aid
Emergencies and disasters require immediate action. So when a utility receives a 
call for assistance, they need quick grasp on if, and how, they can help.

Situational awareness is the most important factor at the beginning of this 
operation. There’s a chance the incident could be impacting the utility that 
received the call. If that’s the case, they’ll need to do their own assessment first 
and determine if they’re able to spare the manpower.

There’s little the utility can do to speed up the building of this roster. Some 
questions need to be answered first:

• What’s the forecast? Will my service area be impacted by the incident?

• How many crew members do I need to ensure the continuity of service?

• Which crew members are available and able to travel to aid the other utility?

• Are the resources needed to send mutual aid and assistance available?

Traditionally, finding the answers to these questions would require a number of 
phone calls, emails, texts, watching news and weather reports, and gathering 
data. This could take hours, which given the situation, could be too much to lose 
to one of the easiest tasks of the operation.

If the sending utility decides to send the requested assistance, and after they’ve 
spent time building the roster, they’ll need to track the personnel and resources 
on the road. Bucket trucks, other resources, and crews sent across the country. 
Doing this by paper, email, or other clunky, manual processes puts a strain on the 
sending utility and the organizers of the operation. Paper forms and emails are 
easily lost in the shuffle, providing the sending utility with a misrepresentation of 
who and what’s available should the needs arise. It will most likely complicate the 
billing, reimbursement, and compensation for the receiving utility later on as well, 
delaying payment to the linesmen who were willing to assist.

Receiving the Visiting Crews
The receiving utility can find itself in a predicament similar to that of the sending 
utility. Taking in additional crews can generate a lot of work older processes 
struggle to support.

In most cases, a receiving utility sends their request to many of their partners in 
the industry, whose combined forces provide the strength the receiving utility 
needs to get back on their feet.

The reception, however, may not be smooth. Crews may wait hours before 
hearing from the coordinators at the receiving utility. The influx of new crews 
rapidly causes a back-up, and many visiting crews feel the ripples. Coordinators 
manually contacting each crew with texts, calls, and emails is simply a slow 
process.

The logistics surrounding the crews’ stays also need to be sorted. Most crews will 
need to stay for extended periods to complete their assignments from the 
receiving utility. Bunking is an obligation the receiving utility takes on, but just as 
the check-in process, organizing these arrangements may be done haphazardly.

Again, paper and common avenues of communication almost break under the 
strain of this operation and each party is affected.

Work sites and assignments must be doled out too, but the same methods used 
in the other pieces of this operation fall short again. Information isn’t sent to the 
crews fast enough, and paper forms fail to fully capture the details from the work 
site. Communication between the crews and the coordinators also rely on the 
suboptimal standard communication methods.

Reimbursing and paying the extra crews is also a challenge for the receiving 
utility. The volume expense submissions, which come through paper forms, 
creates a backlog. What could be efficient through a digital platform is bogged 
down in piles of papers, waiting to escalate to the right person to receive 
approval.

Technology has made its way into every corner and industry, and utilities are no 
exception to this rule. And it continues to improve, boosting the people around it 
and the functions it supports.

New technology enables processes, procedures, and operations to be more 
efficient, which is an opportunity for mutual aid and assistance operations. New 
readily available tools and platforms can relieve the stress this operation 
generates for utilities and coordinators.

The common approach to mutual aid, currently, has a significant, time consuming 
bottleneck. The volume of inbound and outbound requests, actions, and 
communications come to a slow drip when a few people handle everything 
through emails, phone calls, and paper forms.
 
What a digital platform for mutual aid could do is expand the bandwidth of the 
coordinators and allow them to handle much more, obtain approvals much 
faster, and keep the visiting crews much more satisfied with how the operation is 
being run.

Gathering the Aid
A utility can track both personnel and resources during emergencies and daily 
operations using Veoci. So when a partner makes a call for assistance, personnel 
and resource tracking solutions in Veoci provide a view of the availability of 
linesmen and equipment.

This contributes to the situational awareness Veoci provides a sending utility. This 
understanding, as well as general information about the event, are all captured in 
Veoci and presented in one place: a Veoci Room.

Here, the possibilities become apparent, and this information informs the 
decision the sending utility makes. A sound operational picture comes together 
as stakeholders collaborate in the Room.

Veoci automatically creates a record of the events here as well. The choices, 
personnel sent, and resources provided are transparent, eliminating any 
confusion. This also helps the receiving utility later on.

Veoci for Mutual Aid and Assistance
Veoci offers a digital platform capable of streamlining mutual aid 
operations, from roster building, to demobilization, to reimbursements.

To build a roster for mutual aid, a coordinator who uses Veoci just needs 
to build a Form to send partner utilities. As the partner utilities complete 
the Form, the roster comes together, giving the requesting utility and its 
coordinators a view of the aid they can expect. From here, the 
coordinators can quickly get the bunking logistics sorted out so the crews 
have somewhere to stay once they’ve made the trip.

Veoci allows mutual aid coordinators to accomplish two of this operation’s 
early deliverables simultaneously: building a roster and arranging 
accommodations.

The roster comes together in a near autonomous fashion. By sending the 
Form to the coordinators of partner utilities, the coordinator of a 
requesting utility can be hands off. The other coordinators will fill in data, 
and Veoci will compile the stats into a complete roster for a coordinator to 
work with.

Restoring Services
The visiting crews also don’t have to wait long. With Veoci, once work sites are 
established, the coordinator can give assignments to crews, forgoing the wait the 
crews would normally go through. Each site is also represented on a map, 
granting the crews an early look at the work ahead of them. This is done through 
a Form, where the coordinator designates both the crew and the work site, or 
sites, they’re responsible for.

Once the crews begin treating the site, Veoci allows them to seamlessly 
communicate with the coordinator or other involved parties. Comment streams 
negate the need for emails and calls;  messages can also be organized through 
comment threads. The crew members can also upload images from the site to 
give the coordinators a perspective directly from the field.

Reimbursement—potentially the biggest beast of mutual aid operations—also 
gets an uplift with Veoci. The process is converted into a Veoci Form, which each 
visiting linesman can easily use to submit their expenses. It’s just as simple for 
the coordinator as well; once the submission comes in, the coordinator can 
review and easily advance it to the next step through the platform. The expense 
escalates directly to whomever is designated. Linesmen can also do this from the 

 
While the roster compiles itself, the coordinator can make arrangements 
for each of the crews once their trip is confirmed. With their attention 
totally focused on the arrangements, no bottlenecks result, and everything 
is in place by the time the crews arrive.

All of this can’t happen without the right approvals, however, which is 
another piece Veoci streamlines. As soon as a spike in budget is needed, a 
Veoci Workflow puts the request in front of the right person, expediting 
the approval process.

field, which allows the coordinator to resolve the submission instantly. This 
prevents the inevitable jam of expenses that normally occurs during mutual aid 
operations.

The Future of Mutual Aid
When service isn’t available, the number one priority for any utility is to restore it 
as soon as possible, which is just one reason to embrace the efficiencies 
technology now offers.

Historically, while mutual aid has been a necessary and beneficial operation, it 
suffered from inefficiency. As new technological tools have surfaced, they’ve 
presented new and exciting possibilities for those utilities willing to make the 
switch. And for those who have, there’s been no doubt it was the right decision.

Improving Mutual Aid
Mutual aid operations for many utilities rely on outdated tools to ensure the 
success of this critical operation. These tools only eke out success for utilities, 
however, while other tools and platforms place outright success just around the 
corner.
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Emergencies and disasters require immediate action. So when a utility receives a 
call for assistance, they need quick grasp on if, and how, they can help.

Situational awareness is the most important factor at the beginning of this 
operation. There’s a chance the incident could be impacting the utility that 
received the call. If that’s the case, they’ll need to do their own assessment first 
and determine if they’re able to spare the manpower.

There’s little the utility can do to speed up the building of this roster. Some 
questions need to be answered first:

• What’s the forecast? Will my service area be impacted by the incident?

• How many crew members do I need to ensure the continuity of service?

• Which crew members are available and able to travel to aid the other utility?

• Are the resources needed to send mutual aid and assistance available?

Traditionally, finding the answers to these questions would require a number of 
phone calls, emails, texts, watching news and weather reports, and gathering 
data. This could take hours, which given the situation, could be too much to lose 
to one of the easiest tasks of the operation.

If the sending utility decides to send the requested assistance, and after they’ve 
spent time building the roster, they’ll need to track the personnel and resources 
on the road. Bucket trucks, other resources, and crews sent across the country. 
Doing this by paper, email, or other clunky, manual processes puts a strain on the 
sending utility and the organizers of the operation. Paper forms and emails are 
easily lost in the shuffle, providing the sending utility with a misrepresentation of 
who and what’s available should the needs arise. It will most likely complicate the 
billing, reimbursement, and compensation for the receiving utility later on as well, 
delaying payment to the linesmen who were willing to assist.

Receiving the Visiting Crews
The receiving utility can find itself in a predicament similar to that of the sending 
utility. Taking in additional crews can generate a lot of work older processes 
struggle to support.

In most cases, a receiving utility sends their request to many of their partners in 
the industry, whose combined forces provide the strength the receiving utility 
needs to get back on their feet.

The reception, however, may not be smooth. Crews may wait hours before 
hearing from the coordinators at the receiving utility. The influx of new crews 
rapidly causes a back-up, and many visiting crews feel the ripples. Coordinators 
manually contacting each crew with texts, calls, and emails is simply a slow 
process.

The logistics surrounding the crews’ stays also need to be sorted. Most crews will 
need to stay for extended periods to complete their assignments from the 
receiving utility. Bunking is an obligation the receiving utility takes on, but just as 
the check-in process, organizing these arrangements may be done haphazardly.

Again, paper and common avenues of communication almost break under the 
strain of this operation and each party is affected.

Work sites and assignments must be doled out too, but the same methods used 
in the other pieces of this operation fall short again. Information isn’t sent to the 
crews fast enough, and paper forms fail to fully capture the details from the work 
site. Communication between the crews and the coordinators also rely on the 
suboptimal standard communication methods.

Reimbursing and paying the extra crews is also a challenge for the receiving 
utility. The volume expense submissions, which come through paper forms, 
creates a backlog. What could be efficient through a digital platform is bogged 
down in piles of papers, waiting to escalate to the right person to receive 
approval.

Technology has made its way into every corner and industry, and utilities are no 
exception to this rule. And it continues to improve, boosting the people around it 
and the functions it supports.

New technology enables processes, procedures, and operations to be more 
efficient, which is an opportunity for mutual aid and assistance operations. New 
readily available tools and platforms can relieve the stress this operation 
generates for utilities and coordinators.

The common approach to mutual aid, currently, has a significant, time consuming 
bottleneck. The volume of inbound and outbound requests, actions, and 
communications come to a slow drip when a few people handle everything 
through emails, phone calls, and paper forms.
 
What a digital platform for mutual aid could do is expand the bandwidth of the 
coordinators and allow them to handle much more, obtain approvals much 
faster, and keep the visiting crews much more satisfied with how the operation is 
being run.

Gathering the Aid
A utility can track both personnel and resources during emergencies and daily 
operations using Veoci. So when a partner makes a call for assistance, personnel 
and resource tracking solutions in Veoci provide a view of the availability of 
linesmen and equipment.

This contributes to the situational awareness Veoci provides a sending utility. This 
understanding, as well as general information about the event, are all captured in 
Veoci and presented in one place: a Veoci Room.

Here, the possibilities become apparent, and this information informs the 
decision the sending utility makes. A sound operational picture comes together 
as stakeholders collaborate in the Room.

Veoci automatically creates a record of the events here as well. The choices, 
personnel sent, and resources provided are transparent, eliminating any 
confusion. This also helps the receiving utility later on.

Veoci for Mutual Aid and Assistance
Veoci offers a digital platform capable of streamlining mutual aid 
operations, from roster building, to demobilization, to reimbursements.

To build a roster for mutual aid, a coordinator who uses Veoci just needs 
to build a Form to send partner utilities. As the partner utilities complete 
the Form, the roster comes together, giving the requesting utility and its 
coordinators a view of the aid they can expect. From here, the 
coordinators can quickly get the bunking logistics sorted out so the crews 
have somewhere to stay once they’ve made the trip.

Veoci allows mutual aid coordinators to accomplish two of this operation’s 
early deliverables simultaneously: building a roster and arranging 
accommodations.

The roster comes together in a near autonomous fashion. By sending the 
Form to the coordinators of partner utilities, the coordinator of a 
requesting utility can be hands off. The other coordinators will fill in data, 
and Veoci will compile the stats into a complete roster for a coordinator to 
work with.

Restoring Services
The visiting crews also don’t have to wait long. With Veoci, once work sites are 
established, the coordinator can give assignments to crews, forgoing the wait the 
crews would normally go through. Each site is also represented on a map, 
granting the crews an early look at the work ahead of them. This is done through 
a Form, where the coordinator designates both the crew and the work site, or 
sites, they’re responsible for.

Once the crews begin treating the site, Veoci allows them to seamlessly 
communicate with the coordinator or other involved parties. Comment streams 
negate the need for emails and calls;  messages can also be organized through 
comment threads. The crew members can also upload images from the site to 
give the coordinators a perspective directly from the field.

Reimbursement—potentially the biggest beast of mutual aid operations—also 
gets an uplift with Veoci. The process is converted into a Veoci Form, which each 
visiting linesman can easily use to submit their expenses. It’s just as simple for 
the coordinator as well; once the submission comes in, the coordinator can 
review and easily advance it to the next step through the platform. The expense 
escalates directly to whomever is designated. Linesmen can also do this from the 

 
While the roster compiles itself, the coordinator can make arrangements 
for each of the crews once their trip is confirmed. With their attention 
totally focused on the arrangements, no bottlenecks result, and everything 
is in place by the time the crews arrive.

All of this can’t happen without the right approvals, however, which is 
another piece Veoci streamlines. As soon as a spike in budget is needed, a 
Veoci Workflow puts the request in front of the right person, expediting 
the approval process.

field, which allows the coordinator to resolve the submission instantly. This 
prevents the inevitable jam of expenses that normally occurs during mutual aid 
operations.

The Future of Mutual Aid
When service isn’t available, the number one priority for any utility is to restore it 
as soon as possible, which is just one reason to embrace the efficiencies 
technology now offers.

Historically, while mutual aid has been a necessary and beneficial operation, it 
suffered from inefficiency. As new technological tools have surfaced, they’ve 
presented new and exciting possibilities for those utilities willing to make the 
switch. And for those who have, there’s been no doubt it was the right decision.

Improving Mutual Aid
Mutual aid operations for many utilities rely on outdated tools to ensure the 
success of this critical operation. These tools only eke out success for utilities, 
however, while other tools and platforms place outright success just around the 
corner.
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spent time building the roster, they’ll need to track the personnel and resources 
on the road. Bucket trucks, other resources, and crews sent across the country. 
Doing this by paper, email, or other clunky, manual processes puts a strain on the 
sending utility and the organizers of the operation. Paper forms and emails are 
easily lost in the shuffle, providing the sending utility with a misrepresentation of 
who and what’s available should the needs arise. It will most likely complicate the 
billing, reimbursement, and compensation for the receiving utility later on as well, 
delaying payment to the linesmen who were willing to assist.

Receiving the Visiting Crews
The receiving utility can find itself in a predicament similar to that of the sending 
utility. Taking in additional crews can generate a lot of work older processes 
struggle to support.

In most cases, a receiving utility sends their request to many of their partners in 
the industry, whose combined forces provide the strength the receiving utility 
needs to get back on their feet.

The reception, however, may not be smooth. Crews may wait hours before 
hearing from the coordinators at the receiving utility. The influx of new crews 
rapidly causes a back-up, and many visiting crews feel the ripples. Coordinators 
manually contacting each crew with texts, calls, and emails is simply a slow 
process.

The logistics surrounding the crews’ stays also need to be sorted. Most crews will 
need to stay for extended periods to complete their assignments from the 
receiving utility. Bunking is an obligation the receiving utility takes on, but just as 
the check-in process, organizing these arrangements may be done haphazardly.

Again, paper and common avenues of communication almost break under the 
strain of this operation and each party is affected.

Work sites and assignments must be doled out too, but the same methods used 
in the other pieces of this operation fall short again. Information isn’t sent to the 
crews fast enough, and paper forms fail to fully capture the details from the work 
site. Communication between the crews and the coordinators also rely on the 
suboptimal standard communication methods.

Reimbursing and paying the extra crews is also a challenge for the receiving 
utility. The volume expense submissions, which come through paper forms, 
creates a backlog. What could be efficient through a digital platform is bogged 
down in piles of papers, waiting to escalate to the right person to receive 
approval.

Technology has made its way into every corner and industry, and utilities are no 
exception to this rule. And it continues to improve, boosting the people around it 
and the functions it supports.

New technology enables processes, procedures, and operations to be more 
efficient, which is an opportunity for mutual aid and assistance operations. New 
readily available tools and platforms can relieve the stress this operation 
generates for utilities and coordinators.

The common approach to mutual aid, currently, has a significant, time consuming 
bottleneck. The volume of inbound and outbound requests, actions, and 
communications come to a slow drip when a few people handle everything 
through emails, phone calls, and paper forms.
 
What a digital platform for mutual aid could do is expand the bandwidth of the 
coordinators and allow them to handle much more, obtain approvals much 
faster, and keep the visiting crews much more satisfied with how the operation is 
being run.

Gathering the Aid
A utility can track both personnel and resources during emergencies and daily 
operations using Veoci. So when a partner makes a call for assistance, personnel 
and resource tracking solutions in Veoci provide a view of the availability of 
linesmen and equipment.

This contributes to the situational awareness Veoci provides a sending utility. This 
understanding, as well as general information about the event, are all captured in 
Veoci and presented in one place: a Veoci Room.

Here, the possibilities become apparent, and this information informs the 
decision the sending utility makes. A sound operational picture comes together 
as stakeholders collaborate in the Room.

Veoci automatically creates a record of the events here as well. The choices, 
personnel sent, and resources provided are transparent, eliminating any 
confusion. This also helps the receiving utility later on.

Veoci for Mutual Aid and Assistance
Veoci offers a digital platform capable of streamlining mutual aid 
operations, from roster building, to demobilization, to reimbursements.

To build a roster for mutual aid, a coordinator who uses Veoci just needs 
to build a Form to send partner utilities. As the partner utilities complete 
the Form, the roster comes together, giving the requesting utility and its 
coordinators a view of the aid they can expect. From here, the 
coordinators can quickly get the bunking logistics sorted out so the crews 
have somewhere to stay once they’ve made the trip.

Veoci allows mutual aid coordinators to accomplish two of this operation’s 
early deliverables simultaneously: building a roster and arranging 
accommodations.

The roster comes together in a near autonomous fashion. By sending the 
Form to the coordinators of partner utilities, the coordinator of a 
requesting utility can be hands off. The other coordinators will fill in data, 
and Veoci will compile the stats into a complete roster for a coordinator to 
work with.
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Restoring Services
The visiting crews also don’t have to wait long. With Veoci, once work sites are 
established, the coordinator can give assignments to crews, forgoing the wait the 
crews would normally go through. Each site is also represented on a map, 
granting the crews an early look at the work ahead of them. This is done through 
a Form, where the coordinator designates both the crew and the work site, or 
sites, they’re responsible for.

Once the crews begin treating the site, Veoci allows them to seamlessly 
communicate with the coordinator or other involved parties. Comment streams 
negate the need for emails and calls;  messages can also be organized through 
comment threads. The crew members can also upload images from the site to 
give the coordinators a perspective directly from the field.

Reimbursement—potentially the biggest beast of mutual aid operations—also 
gets an uplift with Veoci. The process is converted into a Veoci Form, which each 
visiting linesman can easily use to submit their expenses. It’s just as simple for 
the coordinator as well; once the submission comes in, the coordinator can 
review and easily advance it to the next step through the platform. The expense 
escalates directly to whomever is designated. Linesmen can also do this from the 

 
While the roster compiles itself, the coordinator can make arrangements 
for each of the crews once their trip is confirmed. With their attention 
totally focused on the arrangements, no bottlenecks result, and everything 
is in place by the time the crews arrive.

All of this can’t happen without the right approvals, however, which is 
another piece Veoci streamlines. As soon as a spike in budget is needed, a 
Veoci Workflow puts the request in front of the right person, expediting 
the approval process.

field, which allows the coordinator to resolve the submission instantly. This 
prevents the inevitable jam of expenses that normally occurs during mutual aid 
operations.

The Future of Mutual Aid
When service isn’t available, the number one priority for any utility is to restore it 
as soon as possible, which is just one reason to embrace the efficiencies 
technology now offers.

Historically, while mutual aid has been a necessary and beneficial operation, it 
suffered from inefficiency. As new technological tools have surfaced, they’ve 
presented new and exciting possibilities for those utilities willing to make the 
switch. And for those who have, there’s been no doubt it was the right decision.

Improving Mutual Aid
Mutual aid operations for many utilities rely on outdated tools to ensure the 
success of this critical operation. These tools only eke out success for utilities, 
however, while other tools and platforms place outright success just around the 
corner.
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